One Size: approx 12” x 120”

Materials:
1 Gossamer
Needles size 8 or size to get gauge
(gauge is not critical)

Gauge: in garter stitch with 2 strands together,
20 sts & 40 rows = 4”

Scarf: Using knit-on method, CO 8 sts, place marker
(pm), CO 16 sts, pm, CO 24 sts.

Preparation Row: (k 1 wrapping yarn around
needle 3 times, drop 2 sts) 8 times; (k 1 wrapping
yarn around needle twice, drop 1 st) 8 times, k 8.
24 sts remain.

Row 1: k 8, (k 8 wrapping yarn around
needle twice and drop extra loops from needle), (k 8 wrapping
yarn around needle 3 times and drop extra loops
from needle).

Row 2: (k 8 wrapping yarn around needle 3 times
and drop extra loops from needle), (k 8 wrapping
yarn around needle twice and drop extra loops
from needle), k 8.

Repeat these 2 rows, dropping extra loops from
needle on each row.

BO on next row 1: *k 1, yo, pass st over yo; yo,
pass st over yo*, rep ** 7 more times; **k 1, yo,
pass st over yo**, rep ** ** 7 more times, BO rem
sts.

Miles & miles (well, it feels like that much!) of soft, feather weight kid
mohair wrap ‘round and ‘round in this ruffly scarf.
Double strand of Gossamer is worked with extra wraps for
a “fake short row” ruffle that is easy and fun to make.

Shown here in Periwinkles.